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while maintaining the full number of Irish seats. Secondly, it
abolished the plural-member1 system under which the house of
commons had been predominantly elected, substituting single-
member constituencies. The first meant that all over Ireland,
outside the north-east corner, liberals and tories would be swept
away, and Parncll would reign supreme over a parliamentary
contingent much larger than a population basis warranted. The
second put a stop to the liberal party's convenient device of
running whigs and radicals in double harness, one of each per
contest. This really spelled the end of the whigs. Neither feature
was designed to effect what it actually did. The first (against
which Hartington had striven) was pressed by Chamberlain and
the radicals on grounds of abstract principle; Parnell, grimly
aware of what it would mean in practice, sat very tight, doing
what occasions required of him, no more. The second was urged
by Hicks Beach on the disinterested ground that, unless two-
member counties were divided, their new electorates would be
unwieldy.
Whatever stimulus the franchise victory brought to the flag-
ging fortunes of the government was soon dissipated by the news
of the tragedy at Khartoum. Thenceforward it was doomed.
Apart from the Penjdeh affair and the Sudan evacuation, the
only important political episode before its fall was an attempt of
Chamberlain, supported by Gladstone, to promote for Ireland
a scheme of devolution involving county boards and a national
council At one stage he thought to obtain the assent of Parnell
through O'Shea; though that unreliable intermediary only
ended by sowing mutual distrust in the two men. Later, Car-
dinal Manning secured for him the support of the Irish hier-
archy. But the scheme, opposed by the viceroy, Lord Spencer,
failed to pass the cabinet, all the commoners except Hartington
being in its favour and all the peers save Granville against. The
cleavage which had paralysed the Administration for so much of
its five years was complete, A tender of Chamberlain's resigna-
tion was followed by IJilkc's, and the government was for some
weeks on the verge of breaking up, when it was defeated in the
house. Parncll had been approached from another side- Lord
1 In addition to the prevailing two-member constituencies there had been created
sn Ml? a certain number with three, in which each elector had only two votcsj
the object being to give the third «<?at to the minority, where any large minority
But thcje ;itoo were now swept away.

